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RADAR FLASH | April 7, 2021 

COMPANY UPDATE 

Making Progress: TVD Reached at 6-2; Spud date set for the Second Well 
OUR TAKE: ReconAfrica released a brief operations update on its 6-2 exploration well in Namibia, which we see as directionally positive as it shows the 

Company continues to advance its exploration program in country. In the update, the Company stated it has reached total depth, and in doing so, has 
completed drilling, coring, and logging of the first of three exploration wells in the Kavango Basin. Once the well is capped, the rig will move to the second 
well (6-1) site about 16 kms north of the 6-2 well with an expected spud date in late April. The work is part of an exploration program designed to establish 
the presence of an active petroleum system. The technical team continues their analysis of the data collected from the reservoir, and after the data from 
the three wells of the program has been evaluated, a more detailed update will be disseminated at that time (summer 2021). Based on results, the strategy 
is to begin to start negotiations with potential JV/farm-out partners starting in H2/21 which would likely prompt another round of exploration drilling 
which is well-funded post warrant exercise that generated proceeds of ~$33 MM. 

Thinking about the stock. Expect the stock to continue to remain rangebound ahead of results, but also see a lot of the pressure points related to the 
warrants now having passed, and given the stock is 50% off its peak, we see less downside risk, and see the current price level as an attractive entry point 
for investors that believe they missed the trade. 

Investment brief. Overall, we believe that RECO is a well-funded exploration company that offers investors a combination of attractive potential value and 
near-term catalysts. The latter quite significantly includes three exploration wells to test hydrocarbon presence in the Kavango Basin, where the Company 
holds over 8.5 MM acres.  

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS  

 The Company also announced it has added to its team with the appointment of Diana McQueen as Senior Policy Advisor and Geoff Anderson, 
a petroleum geologist. Ms. McQueen will provide expertise in the fields of government, indigenous relations, and strategic affairs and will help 
navigate and optimize the Company’s ESG strategy, among other things. In her previous roles, Diana held a variety of high-profile Alberta 
provincial cabinet positions including Minister of Energy, Minister of Environment & Water, Minister of Environment & Sustainable Resource 
Development/Forestry and Climate Change, Minister of Municipal Affairs and Government House leader, and member of numerous committees 
such as Treasury Board, and Agenda & Priorities. In our view, the appointment makes sense and demonstrates the team continues to take steps 
to address ESG considerations while focusing on making a positive impact on the local communities in which it operates in. 

Geoff Anderson has also been added to the team. Mr. Anderson has over 17 years of experience in exploration and development geology as well 
as petroleum economics. He has an MBA in Energy Leadership and is skilled in economic evaluation modeling and project development. Geoff 
started his career at BlackRock Ventures Inc. which was sold to Shell Canada for C$2.4 Bn in 2006.  He also held a geologist role at North American 
Oil Sands Corporation that was sold to StatOil for C$2.2 Bn in 2007. His most recent role was as Senior Geologist and Economic Modeler with 
Prosper Petroleum Ltd. based in Calgary, Alberta.  

RECOMMENDED ACTION  
Buy Ahead of drilling/evaluating new flows in summer 2021 

 ReconAfrica is an early-stage resource exploration resource play. As such, we focus on our total risked NAV, which includes our upside estimate 
of the best prospective resource potential in the Kavango Basin. In arriving at our 12-month target price of $7.00/share, we have risked this upside 
potential by an 82% chance of commercialization. 
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Source: Capital IQ, and Haywood Securities 
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Reconnaissance Energy Africa Ltd. (RECO-V)
Price History (C$) Volume (M)

50-Day MA 200-Day MA

52-Week High/Low  $5.08/$0.26 52-Week High/Low  $1.23/$0.26 xx 

YTD Performance  52.7% YTD Performance  93.6% xx 

Dividend Yield  N/A Dividend Yield  N/A xx 

Shares O/S  133.1 MM (basic) Shares O/S  106.9MM (basic) xx 

Market Capitalization  $451 MM Market Capitalization  $96 MM xx 

Net Debt (Q1/21E) -56 MM Cash $23 MM xx 

Enterprise Value  $395 MM Net Debt (Q4/17e)  $75 MM xx 

Daily Volume (3 mos.) 1,117,080 Enterprise Value  649,000 xx 

Currency C$ unless noted Daily Volume (3 mos.) C$ unless noted xx 

  Currency  cx 

 

 2020E 2021E 

Production (boe/d)  0 0 

% Gas  nm nm 

CAPEX (MM) $8.0 $15.0 

Cash Flow (MM) nm nm 

CFPS (fd) nm nm 

D/CF  nm nm 

EV/DACF  nm nm 

EV/BOE/D nm nm 
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Valuation: Material Upside as Kavango Play is De-risked    

ReconAfrica is an early-stage resource exploration resource play. As a result, we focus on our total risked NAV for RECO, which includes 
full value for the prospective recoverable resource potential in the Kavango Basin in NE Namibia and NW Botswana as reported by a NI 51-
101 compliant resource report prepared by Sproule, which shows a total net un-risked mean prospective resource of 1,256 MMbbls of oil.  
In arriving at our 12-month target price of $7.00/share, we have risked this upside potential by 82%. 

Figure 1: RECO Net Asset Value  

 
Source: Haywood Securities Inc. 

 

 

Sensitivity to Chance of Commercial Success: The chance of commerciality (CoC) is the product of chance of discovery and chance of 
development. Prospective resources carry material risk related to geological chance of success (chance of discovery), as well as chance of 
development, should a discovery be made. Should the reader wish to test our risked NAV/share, we provide a sensitivity table below for 
prospective resource levels ranging from 10-1,050 MMbbls and varying risk factors (CoC).  

 

Figure 2: Chance of Commerciality Sensitivity   

 
Source: Haywood Securities Inc. 

 

  

Prospective Recoverable Resource (P50)

Oil Unrisked Unrisked Risked Risked 

mmbbl 2 $/boe US$MM 3 US$MM C$/share 5

Exploration Assets

Kavango Basin - Conventional-oil only

Namibia - aggregate working interest 90% 831

Botswana - aggregate working interest 50% 212

Total net mmbbl 1,044 $5.03 $5,251 18% $945 $7.00

(1) On June 10, 2020, RECO entered into a  farmout option with Renass iance Oi l , whereby Renass iance has  the option to acquire a  50% working interest in the Botswana lands

(2) Based on net unrisked prospective resource potentia l  from a  NI 51-101 compl iant resource report prepared by Sproule 

(3) PV12.5% on long-term Brent price of US$55/bbl  

(4) Chance of commercia l i ty i s  a  product of the risk of  a  successful  discovery and risk of development; CoC = CoSD*CoD, or 30%*60%=18% 

(5) Ca lculated on a  ful ly di luted share count of 178.1MM shares  and USD/CAD exchange rate of $0.75

Risk Factor 

CoC %  4
Field 

Interest 1

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 60% 65% 70% 75% 80% 85% 90% 95% 100%

10 $0.02 $0.03 $0.05 $0.06 $0.08 $0.09 $0.11 $0.12 $0.14 $0.15 $0.17 $0.18 $0.20 $0.21 $0.23 $0.24 $0.26 $0.27 $0.29 $0.31

50 $0.07 $0.14 $0.22 $0.29 $0.36 $0.43 $0.50 $0.58 $0.65 $0.72 $0.79 $0.86 $0.94 $1.01 $1.08 $1.15 $1.22 $1.30 $1.37 $1.44

100 $0.21 $0.41 $0.62 $0.83 $1.03 $1.24 $1.45 $1.65 $1.86 $2.07 $2.27 $2.48 $2.69 $2.89 $3.10 $3.30 $3.51 $3.72 $3.92 $4.13

250 $0.42 $0.84 $1.26 $1.68 $2.10 $2.53 $2.95 $3.37 $3.79 $4.21 $4.63 $5.05 $5.47 $5.89 $6.31 $6.73 $7.16 $7.58 $8.00 $8.42

500 $1.19 $2.38 $3.57 $4.75 $5.94 $7.13 $8.32 $9.51 $10.70 $11.89 $13.08 $14.26 $15.45 $16.64 $17.83 $19.02 $20.21 $21.40 $22.58 $23.77

700 $1.38 $2.77 $4.15 $5.54 $6.92 $8.31 $9.69 $11.08 $12.46 $13.85 $15.23 $16.62 $18.00 $19.39 $20.77 $22.16 $23.54 $24.93 $26.31 $27.70

925 $1.54 $3.08 $4.62 $6.16 $7.69 $9.23 $10.77 $12.31 $13.85 $15.39 $16.93 $18.47 $20.01 $21.55 $23.08 $24.62 $26.16 $27.70 $29.24 $30.78

1,050 $1.97 $3.93 $5.90 $7.86 $9.83 $11.79 $13.76 $15.72 $17.69 $19.66 $21.62 $23.59 $25.55 $27.52 $29.48 $31.45 $33.41 $35.38 $37.35 $39.31

1,200 $2.33 $4.65 $6.98 $9.31 $11.63 $13.96 $16.29 $18.61 $20.94 $23.27 $25.59 $27.92 $30.25 $32.57 $34.90 $37.23 $39.55 $41.88 $44.20 $46.53

Chance of Commerciality
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Important Information and Legal Disclosures 

This report is intended for institutional investors and may only be distributed to non-institutional US clients in the following states: 
Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Missouri, New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, and Wisconsin. Otherwise, this 
report may only be distributed into those states with an institutional buyer state securities registration exemption. 

Analyst Certification 

I, Christopher Jones, hereby certify that the views expressed in this report (which includes the rating assigned to the issuer’s shares as well 
as the analytical substance and tone of the report) accurately reflect my/our personal views about the subject securities and the issuer. 
No part of my/our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations. 

Important Disclosures 

Of the companies included in the report the following Important Disclosures apply: 

 The Analyst(s) preparing this report (or a member of the Analysts’ households) have a financial interest in ReconAfrica (RECO-V).  

 As of the end of the month immediately preceding this publication either Haywood Securities, Inc., one of its subsidiaries, its officers or 
directors beneficially owned 1% or more of ReconAfrica (RECO-V). 

 Haywood Securities Inc. or one of its subsidiaries has managed or co-managed or participated as selling group in a public offering of 
securities for ReconAfrica (RECO-V) in the last 12 months. 

 Haywood Securities, Inc. or one of its subsidiaries has received compensation for investment banking services from ReconAfrica (RECO-V) 
in the past 12 months.  
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Price Chart, Rating and Target Price History (as of April 8, 2021) 

 
B: Buy; H: Hold; S: Sell; T: Tender; UR: Under Review 
Source: Capital IQ and Haywood Securities  

Link to Research Policy: http://haywood.com/what-we-offer/research/research-policy 
Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund 

IB Clients

% # (TTM)

Buy 80.4% 78 93.9%

Hold 7.2% 7 6.1%

Sell 0.0% 0 0.0%

Tender 1.0% 1 0.0%

UR (Buy) 0.0% 0 0.0%

UR (Hold) 0.0% 0 0.0%

UR (Sell) 0.0% 0 0.0%

Dropped (TTM) 11.3% 11 0.0%

Reconnaissance Energy Africa Ltd. (RECO-V) Date Target(C$) Rating
1/18/21 $7.00 Buy

12/21/20 $4.00 Buy
11/5/20 $2.50 Buy

Initiated Coverage: 11/5/2020
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